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Attumen the Huntsman & Midnight Introduction Midnight is neutral until pulled. 25 minute respawn timer.



Raid Setup 3 healers and 2 tanks for this fight. DPS should be a mixture of ranged and melee. Buffs/Consumables Extra Mana Pots for healers. Gear Requirements Tanks - Should be at least 11k Hit points buffed, around 460 defense Healers - A decent amount of +healing, 100+ mana every 5 seconds (MP5) while casting.



Boss Abilities Attumen Shadowcleave - Deals 3000-3500 Shadow Damage in front of him. (Melee can avoid by standing directly behind) Has about a 15 second cooldown. Debuff - Single target debuff (curse) reduces chance to hit by 50%. It can be reflected by a warrior's Spell Reflect ability, therefore Attumen is only hitting 50% of the time. The curse lasts for about 10 seconds and Attumen doesn't cast it for about 20 seconds after that, for a total of a 30 second cool down. Attumen (Mounted) Charge - Charges the closest person at a range for about 4000 damage.



Strategy The Pull All that is required is for Midnight's tank to shoot him.
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Raid Positioning for Attumen the Huntsman and Midnight



Phase 1 Healers and Ranged DPS stand in the blue region in the picture. Your lesser geared tank will be where the black circle is, with his back to the wall so that Midnight is facing away from your raid. The important part of stage 1 is that once Midnight is at 95%, Attumen will spawn next to him. (The small red circle) Tips for A Smooth Transition At 95% • Have a hunter ready with Misdirection up who shoots Attumen instantly to your main tank. • Midnight's tank needs to be full health, Attumen sometimes hits this tank based off proxy aggro, and he can hit very hard. • Try not to cast until your main tank has aggro on Attumen. • Range him down to 95% so that no melee get initial aggro and die. • Keeping everyone up is crucial. The Fight At this point, your main tank should have Attumen off to the side, faced away from the raid. (Where the big red circle is) Once Attumen is pulled away from Midnight, have your melee move in and all DPS is focused on Midnight.



4 Roles At This Point In The Fight • Warriors - Tank, keep Demoralizing Shout/Thunderclap up on both bosses. The Attumen tank should use Shield Block whenever possible and Disarm him (Disarm will drop Attumen's damage by about 60%). • Melee DPS - Kill Midnight. • Ranged DPS - Kill Midnight (If you have a mage, make sure they are decursing too). • Healers - Put one main healer on each tank, with a third floating between the two. • Utility - Decurse Attumen's debuff. Keep DPS-ing Midnight down until he reaches 25%, then Phase 2 begins.



Phase 2 Once Midnight reaches 25%, Attumen will mount him. Again, be careful during this transition on aggro. Both your tanks should fight for aggro until one firmly has the boss aggroed to him. The Fight Once mounted, Attumen will again be using his same abilities as listed before (he doesn't hit any harder). The only change in the fight from phase 1 to phase 2 is that he will now charge the closest ranged player to him for about 4000 damage. Once aggro is established by your main tank, position your off tank so that your healers and other ranged DPS are standing behind him so that only the off tank gets charged. You can also use any reasonably tough class for this role; such as a paladin or even a hunter.



Roles for Phase 2 • Warriors - Whoever isn't tanking at this point should keep Thunderclap and Demoralizing Shout on the boss, and remember: Disarm Disarm Disarm!!!! • Melee DPS - Kill, Kill, Kill! Stand directly behind him so you do not get cleaved. • Ranged DPS - Kill, Kill, Kill! Stand behind your "charge tank" at range so you don't get charged! (Mages still need to decurse) • Healers - All healing should be on the tank, with your floater from stage 1 watching out for the charge victims.



Continue until Attumen reaches 0% and Congratulations!
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Moroes Strategy Guide Introduction Moroes is the second boss encounter in Karazhan and is accompanied by four out of a possible six adds which will be discussed below. It is possible to change Moroes' guests by leaving the instance for 30 minutes and the returning. It is possible to skip Moroes if you decide he is not worth the time to kill. However, the trash pulls in the ballroom will continue to respawn until he is dead.



Overview and Preparation The encounter is basically a kill before being killed fight. The more time you spend fighting Moroes and his guests, the more people will become "Garroted." If too many people become "Garroted" your healers will not be able to keep everyone alive. It is suggested to bring Mana, Health, and Limited Invulnerability Potions for the fight, as well as flasks that serve your class if you can afford them and feel they are necessary. Also like almost every fight in the game the more you do it the easier it shall become and you will be able to do it with less potions and without the use of flasks. Shamans should use Strength of Earth totems if with melee groups and Mana Spring if with healers and/or casters. There is no real positioning required for this fight as Moroes has no area effect abilities. Group Composition This fight is very dependant on group composition especially for first timers. Two tanks is almost a necessity for reasons that will be explained later on. Also, it helps a great deal to have at least one priest in the raid for the use of Shackle. Paladins are a major help in this fight for the use of Blessing of Protection, Turn Undead, and Cleanse. Abilities "Blind" Moroes will cast "Blind" periodically throughout the fight on whoever is second on his aggro list, causing the target to wander around incapacitated. "Blind" is a poison and can be dispelled. "Gouge" Moroes will "Gouge" whomever he has agro on periodically throughout the fight causing the target to be incapacitated. "Vanish" Moroes will "Vanish" throughout the fight at which point he will "Garrote" a random member of the raid before returning to the tanks. "Garrote" When Moroes Vanishes he will "Garrote" a random target before returning to the tanks. Garrote will deal around 1035 physical damage to the target every three seconds for five



6 minutes. This is the toughest part of this encounter and if you are Garroted it is highly suggested to either have a paladin use Blessing of Protection on you or using a Limited Invulnerability Potion. It is possible to heal through the Garrotes but as the fight goes on it will become harder and harder as more people will become Garroted and will cause your healers to lose mana rapidly. The dwarven racial ability Stoneform removes Garrote. "Enrage" Moroes will Enrage at 30% hp which will increase his attack speed and damage done significantly. If the majority of your raid is still alive, few people have Garrotes, and your healers have mana then Enrage should not prove to be a major problem. He should not cast any of his other abilities while he is Enraged. Moroes' Guests 4 of these 6 will be in the encounter. The recommended kill order is in the order they are listed here. See below for more details. Lady Catriona Von'linda Holy priest, very low on HP and armor. She should be the first to die in almost any case as she is easily dealt with quickly. Heals the other guests and Moroes if left alive. Lady Keira Berrybuck Holy paladin, does not deal much damage. Heals herself, Moroes, and the other guests making her one of the less dangerous guests, but should be one of the first to die in most cases. She also casts Blessing of Might on herself and others. It can be dispelled, and should be if it is cast on one of the higher damaging guests. Baroness Dorothea Milstipe Shadow priest, very little HP and armor. However, she can deal quite a bit of damage very quickly. She has a 6000 Mana Burn which should make her usually the second to die (depending on the amount of healing guests that are present) for fear of her mana burning one of the healers. Baron Rafe Drueger Retribution paladin, one of the most dangerous adds. Depending on your number of priests and tanks he will probably need to be Shackled at the beginning of the fight and then killed later on once the other adds are dealt with. One thing that makes this guest very hard is for the reason that if his Shackle, fear, trap, etc breaks for a moment he can Hammer of Justice the target, stunning them and making them unable to crowd control him again before he kills someone. Lord Robin Daris Mortal strike warrior, arguably the most aggravating of any of the six possible guests. He should be crowd controlled until most other mobs are dead and then dealt with by kiting him around the room. His Mortal Strike can hit excruciatingly hard and will easily one



7 shot most members of your raid. He also casts a Whirlwind where he will be stationary at the time and anyone nearby should get out of his melee range immediately. Lord Crispin Ference Protection warrior, one of the less harmful guests. However, due to his large amount of hp, armor, and his use of Shield Wall, it is suggested to either have a warrior tank or have him kited around the room until a Shackle or another crowd control option is available for him. Killing him can take a fair amount of time and this is not suggested as it will allow Moroes to "Garrote" more people throughout the fight. You may kill the guests in a different order if you feel it best, however it is suggested to kill the holy priest first no matter what the combination. If you have the holy paladin then it is suggested to kill him first unless the holy priest is also present in which case he should be killed second. The shadow priest should be killed immediately after all the healing guests are killed. If the mortal strike warrior or retribution paladin is present then it is suggested to keep them crowd controlled until your DPS is ready to kill them. The protection warrior should be kited around or tanked until the other three quests are killed and then crowd controlled for the remainder of the fight. It is suggested if a priest is available to have him crowd control one of the members throughout the entire fight even if the protection warrior is not present. If you spend too much time fighting the adds Moroes could "Garrote" too many people. The priests do not need to be tanked while they are being killed as they are spell casters and they rarely melee attack and are very weak when they do. When killing the mortal strike warrior it is important to kite him around the room or tank him if an extra tank is available, however keep in mind that he will need tight heals while tanking the mortal strike warrior. When killing the holy paladin anyone can tank her as her melee attacks are very low damage. However, the retribution paladin will need to be dealt with in the same manner as the mortal strike warrior; by kiting him or having a warrior tank him. They are able to be slowed by almost any slowing effect making kiting them easier than tanking them.



Strategy The fight should begin with your MT (Main Tank) and OT (Off Tank) rushing in, one in front of the other. Don't use Misdirection as there are reports of Moroes ignoring it. The MT and OT should bring Moroes to the bottom of the small staircase that leads up to him and his guests as the balcony that he stands on can occasionally provide some line of sight issues for your healers. Those who will be crowd controlling should get their targets quickly so that the tanks will not be getting attacked by them. See above about how to deal with the guests. Once the guests are killed and/or crowd controlled, move on to Moroes. Moroes stabbing with his off hand weapon. When Moroes Blinds a tank, it is vital to cleanse him, however if cleanse is not available the other tank on Moroes should turn his/her back to Moroes so that Moroes can not Gouge him/her. If both tanks get



8 incapacitated then Moroes will run rampant through your raid and this will most likely result in a wipe. When Moroes Vanishes and someone is Garroted the person should use their Limited Invulnerability Potion or have a paladin cast blessing of protection on them. Also, if a paladin gets Garroted he/she may use divine shield to remove the Garrote. The same goes for frost mages and Ice Block. Continue with this until 30% and he will Enrage, at which point if your healers are low on mana it is vital to burn him down at maximum speed as he can kill your tanks rather quickly. Don't forget about any of Moroes' guests that are still crowd controlled as they will not go away once he is dead. Deal with the remaining guest(s) and collect your loot. Hunter and warlock pets (warlocks should be in the group with the two tanks that will be tanking Moroes for use of Blood Pact via imp) can be used in the fight. However, be careful not to let them hit a crowd controlled target. Shackle should be reapplied every seven to twelve seconds. Fear and hunter traps can also be used to crowd control, however they are not as effective since they can not be re-applied before the cooldown is up. Remember: the more crowd control, the easier the encounter will become. Also, do not forget that if you are having trouble with a particular combination, you always have the option of leaving the instance for 30 minutes and then returning in hopes of an easier combination.
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Maiden of Virtue Strategy Guide Introduction The Maiden of Virtue is the third boss in Karazhan and is a very quick fight. She has very little HP and should die quite quickly. She is essentially a paladin as many of her spells can be used by paladins or are paladin in nature. Overview and Preparation The Maiden of Virtue can be a very tough fight the first few times. Her damage is strictly holy and physical. The only physical damage should be taken by your MT (Main Tank) who should keep the Maiden in the center of the room where she stands before she is pulled. Shamans should be using Mana Spring Totems to help them conserve mana since the fight can be rather healing intensive. Also, since everyone is spread out around the room, everyone may not be getting the benefit of the totems at all times. If you are in a group with one of the melee and they are in range of your totems it would be helpful to use any totems that will help their DPS to help them make more out of their rotations. Group Composition The Maiden of Virtue can be a very group dependent fight. As a general rule, the more ranged DPS, the easier the fight will become. Also, having at least one, if not two, paladins are a major advantage for reasons that will be explained later on. A decent group for this fight would be one warrior, two paladins, one priest, two rogues, one warlock, one mage, and two hunters. Remember that this is nothing more than the ideal group and any of the ranged DPS can really be switched out for another ranged DPS class and it shouldn't really make much difference. Having a warlock is a big help though for the use of Health Stones, Soul Stone, and Blood Pact for your MT. Abilities "Holy Consecration" Deals around 300 holy damage to anyone within melee range of the Maiden. It also silences anyone who gets in range of the spell for a very short amount of time. The Maiden will have this spell casting constantly throughout the entire fight. "Repentance" The Maiden will periodically cast Repentance during the fight, dealing about 2,000 holy damage to the entire raid and temporarily incapacitating them. Any damage dealt to a raid member with this debuff will break the incapacitating effect. "Holy Fire" Deals a large amount of damage and leaves a magical debuff dealing a large amount of damage over time. Cast on a random player or combat pet. This debuff can be dispelled and it is imperative that it is or the target will die quickly. Spell Reflection also works on



10 it if the MT has the target cast bar visible and reacts quickly, giving a nice DPS boost to the raid and saving healer mana. "Holy Wrath" Deals about 2,000 damage to a random target which then chains to all nearby targets for increased damage. Stay spread out to avoid the bolt chaining to multiple people.



Strategy



Raid Positioning During the Maiden of Virtue Encounter Everyone can hug the wall and get near their positions without proximity aggroing Maiden. Jump onto the circular ramp around the room and move into position. The fight should begin with your MT running in and getting aggro on the Maiden. The healers should position themselves so they are one each at the North, South, East, and West points of the room. If a priest is available, Prayer of Mending should be cast upon your MT before he goes into the room to allow your healers time to get into position and not have to worry about the MT getting killed in the meantime. Ranged DPS should stand in between the pillars that the healers are not in between, this should keep everyone spread out far enough to avoid the Holy Wrath spell chaining to multiple people. All ranged DPS and healers should stand in between the pillars. This way the pillars will not become a big line of sight issue for healers.



11 In order to avoid the Holy Wrath spell chaining to the tank from the melee, give melee a rotation for when to go in. There should only be one melee DPS alongside the tank at any given time. When the melee DPS that is currently attacking the Maiden of Virtue gets to 50% or lower HP, they should run out and bandage. Once that melee DPS comes out, another should go in. If the melee DPS waits too long to get out they are liable to be killed from the Holy Wrath. Note that even melee DPS out of melee range can still be hit by Holy Fire, and this still needs to be immediately dispelled. It is just possible with enough coordination to get 4 players into melee with her. You need to be in an almost perfect diamond shape and at the extreme edge of her hitbox, though it is not easily done and is not recommended for early kills. Hunters should not use pets in this fight since they can chain the Holy Wrath which will make the encounter very dangerous. Warlocks should only use an imp and make sure it has Phase Shift on. Keeping an imp in the tank's group can be very helpful (remember to keep the imp near him and keep it Phase Shifted) since at times it can become very dangerous for the MT from lack of heals after the Maiden casts Repentance. In order to avoid the Maiden's Repentance spell incapacitating all of the healers and so killing your tank, it is immensely helpful to have a paladin cast Blessing of Sacrifice on your MT to break Repentance's incapacitating effect on that paladin and thus allow him to heal the MT until other healers are able to heal, or dispel other healers. Alternative Repentance Strategy: Have a 'close healer', who stands a bit closer to Maiden than the rest, but still far enough away from everybody else. After Repentance, the tank simply drags her to the close healer, who will then be awoken by the first Holy Ground. This takes about a second when done well. Remember to dispel Holy Fire's damaging debuff as a priority, keep Blessing of Sacrifice on your MT, and have your melee stick to their rotation and the Maiden of Virtue should die soon enough.



Class Tips Tanks There should only be one tank during this fight and for this one person it is important to be ready to use cooldowns such as Last Stand, Livegiving Gem, Shield Wall, Health Potions, etc. after she casts Repentance, as you are liable to get very low on health while healers are incapacitated. Healers It is important to watch the entire raid for this fight since everyone will be taking damage randomly. However, it is most important to watch your MT and anyone who gets hit with



12 a Holy Fire. If you can dispel Holy Fire's debuff, you should do it as soon as possible. You should not need to heal melee DPS if they are properly following the rotation. Ranged DPS Keep on the Maiden and get her down as soon as possible. Melee DPS Follow your rotation and remember to get out when your health is at 50% or below. Remember to bandage when out of melee range to save your healers' mana.
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The Opera Event There are three available scenarios that are randomly applied every 30 minutes.



Wizard of Oz Introduction The Wizard of Oz event is one of the three possible boss encounters from the Opera Hall event in Karazhan. There are a total of six mobs that will need to be dealt with during the fight including Dorothee, Strawman, Roar, Tinhead, Tito, and The Crone. This is not necessarily the kill order as the order will change depending on your group composition. Group Composition Group Composition is very important in this fight. The recommended group for this event would be two tanks, two mages, two warlocks, three healers, (one to two of which should be priests) and one hunter. As a general rule for this fight it is essential to have at least two people with the ability to cast some sort of fire and fear ability.



Overview and Preparation The fight will be very hectic and chaotic for the first few times. There is a lot going on and a lot to be done. Focus on your own job and not what everyone else is doing. When The Crone spawns, if a hunter is available make sure he/she turns on Nature Protection Aura. Also, paladins should have Frost Resistance Aura on until Dorothee dies at which point any paladins should switch to Devotion Aura to help tanks when it becomes time to tank Dorothee's allies as they can hit very hard. Shamans should use any totems to help DPS as the faster Dorothee and her allies are killed, the less time there is to make mistakes. If a warlock is being used to kite Strawman it will help to have an imp out to assist in disorienting him. Hunters' pets will not serve much help here for anything besides the additional DPS. Dorothee No aggro list. She casts frost bolts randomly at members of the raid until she is killed. Her frost bolts hit for an average of 2,300 frost damage. Strawman High amount of armor and hits fairly hard. Becomes disoriented when hit with fire spells. Tinhead Large amount of armor and hits by far the hardest of anyone in the encounter. He also has a very powerful "Cleave" which should not prove to be any trouble since he should not be in melee range of anyone for too long. He periodically receives a debuff called "Rust" which stacks up to eight times slowing his movement speed by 10% per stack. This debuff is received automatically, and is not caused by any player spells or abilities.



14 Roar Hits very hard and extremely quickly. He also casts a debuff which reduces his target's armor by 5000. Susceptible to fear and can also be feared by a hunter as he is a beast. Tito Summoned by Dorothee mid fight. He is not much to worry about unless a tank does not gain aggro on him. He will kill healers first and hits for around 900-1200 and 1600 critical strikes on cloth; and he hits quite often. The Crone After Dorothee and her adds are dead The Crone will spawn. If you are lucky you will get a few seconds to drink before The Crone spawns, however you will not have enough time to resurrect any dead players. There will be a Tornado which circles around the room dealing nature damage and knocking anyone whom it comes into contact with up into the air. It moves slowly and communication will make avoiding it simple. The Crone will also cast a Chain Lightning which does not deal much damage; but it is very wise to spread out around the room to prevent it being chained to multiple people.



Strategy



Layout for fighting Dorothee and her companions



15 In order to start the fight you must talk to Barnes the Stage Manager directly outside of the stage's entrance door. Once you talk to him he will walk onto the stage to address the audience of undead. Once his speech is over the curtain will open and Dorothee and her allies will come into view. They will not agro simultaneously; Dorothee will attack first, followed by Roar, Strawman, and finally Tinhead. They will all agro within a few seconds of each other. Here is the strategy to deal with Dorothee, her allies, and The Crone. Dorothee As mentioned above Dorothee has no controllable agro list so she will be frostbolting people at random. In most cases she should be the first to be killed as her frost bolts will become noticeably aggravating quickly while dealing with the others. She has very little health and armor so killing her should not take long. Roar Should be feared immediately once he joins the battle. A hunter can do this but the best choice is a warlock. Any priests in the raid should stand near the member who is fearing as Roar will occasionally run into the walls and cause some line of sight issues for the next fear. Priests should be ready to fear Roar if he gets too close to the member who is mainly fearing him as he will kill most non tanks in a few seconds. He also attacks extremely fast, making it even harder to cast if he gets in melee range. Roar should usually be the second to die as the line of sight issues from him running into walls can be dangerous. Strawman Should be kited around from the beginning by a member with fire spells (preferably a mage or a warlock) with little to no cooldown on the spells. If you are having trouble kiting him around a hunter can place a trap down to also assist in disorienting him. Can usually be the third to be killed after Dorothee and Roar. Tinhead Once the curtain goes up a tank should go up to Tinhead and be ready to get aggro on him quickly. The tank should hold aggro on Tinhead until there are enough debuff stacks on him for whoever will be kiting him to be able to do so. Attempting to kite Tinhead from the beginning will not work as it takes multiple stacks of "Rust" to make him kiteable. The tank will need tight heals while tanking Tinhead as he hits very hard. The moment Tinhead is kiteable the tank should get out of his melee range. The best choice to kite Tinhead would be a hunter, though any class with decent ranged damage can do it, or even the tank if you can spare him. Tinhead should be the last to die as he has the most HP and armor and is the most easily kited. Tito Tito will not be present at the beginning of the fight. Dorothee will summon him to the battle shortly after the encounter begins. He should be dealt with immediately after Dorothee is dead as he has very little hp and armor. He will not despawn if Dorothee is



16 killed before him and he will attack healers first making him a priority to have a tank on once he is summoned. This is only the suggested kill order. You may have to change it around due to your raid composition. However most of the time this is the suggested kill order. Also, in order for Roar to be feared or Strawman to be disoriented the spell cast on them must be the top rank of that spell.



The Crone



Layout for fighting The Crone After Dorothee and her allies are killed, The Crone will spawn. Remember, you may be able to drink as you can be put out of combat after Dorothee and her allies are dead and you are waiting for The Crone to spawn. However, it will not be enough to resurrect a dead member of the raid. Be vocal when the Crone is spawned and stay spread out. Make sure to tell players if the Tornado is coming their way. Stay spread out to avoid Chain Lightning spreading to multiple players and to avoid all the healers being hit by the Tornado at once and being knocked up into the air leaving your tank with no heals. The Tornado will knock you up in the air for a few seconds and you will take falling damage when you land, it is not much damage but it can be negated by slow falling, levitating, etc. Avoid the Tornado, stay spread out, don't pull aggro from your tank and the fight will be a breeze. She does not have much HP or armor so killing her should be quick. Dispatch of her and collect your loot.
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The Big Bad Wolf Strategy Guide Before You Start When you talk to the guy who starts the encounter, make sure that everyone moves onto the stage. Once he's done with his speech, he will walk off the stage and close the door behind him. When the curtains open, you will see the Grandma standing in the middle. The encounter will not start before you have talked to her. Preparation and Buffs Standard raid buffs, along with foodbuffs, healing potions and mana potions. To make sure, use full DPS buffs as well. Use Amplify Magic on the raid, especially the main tank. There will be no magical damage in this fight, so Amplify Magic will only boost healing. Raid Composition Two healers are a minimum, three are ideal, one tank. If you have to choose between ranged DPS and melee DPS pick ranged, because they have an easier job at running away. Also, Fear Ward or Tremor Totems are nice to have on the main tank.



Basics About The Boss And The Fight The Big Bad Wolf does moderate melee damage. Randomly he does an instant AoE fear (only affects people standing in melee range) so Fear Ward on the main tank or Tremor Totems are nice to have. He also tends to stun people close to him (this is only a problem if he stuns the "Little Red Riding Hood". His main ability however is the "Little Red Riding Hood" Mark. He will target one random person (he won't cast it on pets) in the raid and turn them into a little female gnome wearing red clothes all over. The boss will then yell "RUN AWAY LITTLE GIRL!” It is worth turning up your game volume. It is definitely one of the coolest sounds out there. The marked person will get their run speed increased by 50%, but their armor class and resistances will be set to zero, and they will be silenced for the full duration of the mark, which is usually about 10 seconds. During that time the wolf will only have eyes for the Little Red Riding Hood, who should run for her life.
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Strategies Positioning



Big Bad Wolf Diagram Get your main tank to tank the wolf in a corner. Melee DPS should stand at max melee range along the wall, so they can react fast in case they get marked. Ranged DPS and healers should stand along the sides of the wall at maximum range, maximizing the time the wolf takes to reach them if they get marked and giving them enough time and possibilities to kite him around. You will need to reposition the boss after each Little Red Riding Hood phase: just pick the closest corner to the position of the main tank. What to Do When You Are A Little Red Gnome A warrior in Little Red Riding Hood debuff mode Do as the big guy tells you and "RUN AWAY LITTLE GIRL!" hen running away always try to run along the walls; avoid running diagonally or you will easily be trapped once you reach the opposite corner. on't panic if a kiter dies, you can still master the encounter with a couple of people dead, so long as you have your main tank up and enough healing.



19 Handling the AoE Fears The AoE fear occurs randomly and lasts for about 4 seconds. This means it can occur while your tank is tanking the wolf, but it can also occur while the wolf is chasing the Little Red Riding Hood. If you have a dwarf priest with you, just keep Fear Ward on the tank. If you have a shaman, make sure he is in the main tank group and places his totems in range of the tank. Also, if all healers and ranged DPS stand far back, the fear will end before the wolf can reach them. PVP trinkets breaking fear can come in handy if your healers catch a fear while trying to heal the Little Red Riding Hood. Healing A priest should shield the Little Red Riding Hood. You might need to heal up the kiter in case the wolf catches up. Try to keep everyone topped up all the time; the boss is Taunt immune, so you do not want to lose your main tank. You might have to run to the middle to keep range with the marked person. DPS As stated above, the boss is Taunt immune, so watch out for your aggro and keep in mind that the main tank isn't actually tanking for the whole fight. When the Big Bad Wolf follows the Little Red Riding Hood, melee can try to run smaller circles than the boss and still hit him. Ranged can do normal DPS to him; they might have to move a bit towards the middle to have range, though. Tanking The tank will have to reposition the boss after each fear and after each Little Red Riding Hood phase. It is not crucial to keep him tugged right into a corner, but you should be close to the wall and at least near a corner, because this will make the kiting way easier.
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Romulo & Julianne Introduction The Romulo and Julianne encounter is one of the three opera events you have a chance of facing in a given week. This is the hardest of the three. Raid Construction The ideal group construction for this fight is: • 5 DPS • 2 Mages (you can also replace 1 mage with a warlock) • 1 Rogue • 1 Shaman • Another high DPS (preferably rogue, or mage) • 3 Healers - At least 1 druid or paladin, then bring in whatever class you want • 2 Tanks - Preferably 1 DPS warrior, and another Tank (Druid or Warrior) Wipe Prevention The curtain is considered a wall, and cannot be passed unless you are inside of it and going out. Anyone caught behind the curtain is out of line of sight, and must run back. The trash before the opera is on a 30-minute respawn timer, and I suggest waiting to use Soul Stones or Divine Interventions until you come close to the 30 minute mark for trash respawns. This will allow your raid to resurrect and give them another attempt or two before having to clear trash again.



Abilities Julianne • Blinding Passion: Stuns the affected target for 5 seconds (Can affect the main tank). • Eternal Affection: Casts a heal that heals for 25-40%. • Casts a magic buff on herself that increases holy damage by 50%, and casting speed by 50%. • Casts a holy bolt at random raid members, hitting for 2500, then ticking for 1000 every second, for 3 seconds. Romulo • Casts a poison debuff on the main tank, which reduces all stats by 10%. This can stack up to 5 times. The poison is reapplied every few seconds. • Casts a buff on himself that increases attack speed and damage by 50% • Backwards stab: Hits targets behind him for 3500, can hit for 8000 if buffed • Cleave: Hits all targets in a cone formation in front of him for 3500-6000 on a tank depending on if he is buffed or not.
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Strategy



Raid Positioning for Romulo and Julianne Phase 1: Julianne Once you talk to the stage manager, and he gives his speech, the curtains will open. Julianne will be standing in the middle of the stage. The rest of the raid should be at position C, and let the main tank pull aggro, and bring her to position A. One mage or warlock needs to be assigned to Julianne, and be responsible for removing her buff. That assigned mage needs to Spell Steal about every 3 seconds. If a warlock is assigned, he must bring out his felhound and put it on Julianne to dispel her buff when she casts it. All of her spells are interruptible, but the key spell to focus on interrupting is her heal. Anyone with a spell interrupt ability should have enemy cast bar turned on in the interface options menu. When she begins to cast "Eternal Affection," use any interrupts to stop her cast. When she casts the holy bolts at a raid member, the healers need to simply heal the affected member. The holy bolt can be fully resisted, but is not partially resistible. At 1-2% she will do a yell, and take a potion, and drop to the ground. At this point, all casting must be stopped immediately, and the raid needs to move back to position C and let the main tank get to the middle of the stage. Phase 2: Romulo In the same spot Julianne did, Romulo will now spawn. The main tank needs to pull aggro and take him to position B. A mage or warlock is to be assigned to Spell Steal, or



22 dispel his debuff (this cannot be the same one assigned to Julianne). The paladin(s) or druid(s) in the raid need to cleanse the poison debuff off the main tank as soon as it appears. When the warrior has aggro and is in position, open up on DPS. Melee needs to stand directly behind Romulo, to avoid his cleave. If they take one of the Backwards Stabs, the player should back out and bandage in order to conserve mana for the healers. Romulo packs a lot of damage, and healers should be on their toes throughout the fight, as the warrior will be hit hard, and will take spurts of high damage. The mage/warlock must ensure Romulo's buff is dispelled as soon as possible, or the main tank will take a highly increased amount of damage. Warriors should disarm Romulo as much as possible to reduce damage. When Romulo reaches 10% have the DPS warrior move over to position A. Finish Romulo, and have the raid move to position C once again, leaving the main tank on top of him. Phase 3: Romulo and Julianne Planning for Phase 3: Each raid member has a specific assignment for this phase. DPS • •



The mage(s)/warlock(s) with the dispel duty need to remain on their assigned targets (either Romulo or Julianne when they are respawned), and pack out as much DPS as possible while doing so. Have the two highest DPS on Romulo (preferably both ranged to avoid the Backwards Stab), and then assign the rest of the DPS classes to Julianne. The healing spells on Julianne are still a risk and must be interrupted. If Julianne gets a single heal off, it can be devastating.



Healers • 1 Healer is assigned to heal Julianne's tank, and should spot heal the raid as much as possible. The tank on Julianne will not take very much damage. • 2 Healers are assigned to the tank on Romulo (One with a poison dispel ability). These healers must be focused through the entire fight, and keep up Romulo's tank. Tanks • The warriors should be standing on top of their targets so that in phase 3, when they respawn, they can easily pull aggro and take them to their positions. Phase 3 Strategy Execute the same procedures for both Romulo and Julianne used in phases 1 and 2. Remember the DPS is split, thus the last phase will take a bit longer than the first two. If the raid is focused, this phase should run smoothly. If the bosses are both at 10%, do as



23 much DPS as possible. If their health percent is not equal, hold DPS on the lowest target, allowing the other boss' health to equalize. This way they both die within 5-10 seconds of each other. Otherwise they will respawn, causing a wipe. Party Roles/Summary: Tanks: Hold Aggro on your target, and keep him/her in position. Use Shield Wall, Last Stand, Lifegiving Gem, Healing Potions, or Health Stones if you're about to die. The healers have a hard job to keep you healed, especially if you're the tank for Romulo. Healers: Stay focused. Heal your assigned warrior, and dispel the poison debuffs on Romulo's tank. In phase 1 and 3 do what you can to heal the party members affected by the holy bolt. The paladins should use Devotion Aura for this fight, as the other auras are not needed. Ensure to place a paladin in the group with the tank for Romulo. DPS: Mages/Warlocks assigned for dispelling need to be as attentive as possible, and must get the buffs off within 1-2 seconds of the cast. Julianne's Heals MUST be interrupted. All DPS classes need to put out as much DPS as possible, and coordinate the death of the bosses in phase 3 to be within 10 seconds of each other. Shamans: Use your normal strength and agility totems. Grounding Totems are a huge help for this fight, as they will also absorb a holy bolt. Use them as much as possible. Prioritize your totems to be used on the main tank and other melee. Hunters: Use your Snake Trap next to Julianne. These snakes can take a holy bolt if she targets them, alleviating some healing stress off of the healers. Use of Pets: Any warlocks should have their felhound out, and ensure it is put on one of the bosses if they both already have a dispel for their buff. Hunter pets are great for this fight, as they suck up an extra holy bolt if they pull aggro. Do not heal the pet, and use it in the third phase to relieve some of the stress for the healers in that phase. If you follow this guide, and focus throughout the fight, you will down this boss. As stated before, this encounter is difficult, and might take a few tries to learn.
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The Curator Fight Overview & Introduction The Curator has a fair amount of health, around one million hit points and melees moderately hard. He has a secondary main ability called a "Hateful Bolt", which hits for around 4000 unmitigated arcane damage. He spawns "flares" rapidly throughout the fight. This fight seems to be a big damage check for your raid, as you will need to be able to put out a very high amount of damage to drop him and, more importantly, his flares, quickly. Abilities at a Glance • Moderately heavy melee damage to the Tank, around 3000 physical damage per swing. • Hateful Bolt, deals about 4000 arcane damage. • Rapidly Spawns "Flares" (every 10 seconds), that deal pure arcane damage which have an area-of-effect Arcane Lightning that will chain to players within around 10 yards, dealing 400-700 arcane damage per hit to each player in range. • Evocation, regains mana, takes 250% extra damage, does not spawn flares. • Low health enrage at 10-15% health: flares stop spawning and he hits faster with both melee and his Hateful Bolt. The Group Makeup This fight seems to be slightly biased toward having a heavy compliment of ranged DPS. A standard group makeup is as follows, along with spec where applicable: • • • • • • • • • •



Tank: Warrior (Protection) Soaker: Druid (Feral, in bear form) Healer1: Priest (holy) Healer2: Priest (Shadow, NOT in shadow form. Keeps VT/VE up on boss) Healer3: Paladin (w/ Blessing of Kings) Healer4: Paladin DPS1: Mage DPS2: Warlock DPS3: Hunter DPS4: Rogue
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The Pull & Positioning



Raid Positioning during the Curator Encounter Have your tank pull The Curator to the middle of the room, slightly closer to the entrance end of the room (see the diagram). The members of the raid need to spread out; not too far, but a distance of about 12-15 yards between each player will be sufficient. The Flares have an arcane only attack which will 'chain' to multiple people in range, dealing on average 600 damage per tick. You will need your healers in range to heal a section of the group, as well as the main tank, soaker, and any melee DPS currently on the boss. Melee players will take a lot of damage from these flares as they must chase them around to do damage to them, however, they must be mindful of chaining the attack to other players. For this reason we use very few melee classes for this fight, however, it can certainly be done with them, they just need to be on the ball. The positioning does not change much, if at all during the fight for non-melee classes. Occasionally you will need to move slightly to avoid taking damage or chaining the attack from the Flares, but afterwards you can move back to your original spot.
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The Flare Stage After an Evocate, or before the first Evocate, the fight is the same; you will be getting 'Flares' that spawn all around The Curator at a rate of about one every ten seconds. The flares have a fair amount of health, around 15,000 hit points. They do not need to be 'tanked' in the standard sense and they do not melee: they do only arcane magical damage. When an add spawns, they seem to randomly pick a target and charge after that target, however, they do seem to have an "aggro list" of sorts, in that you can pull a Flare off another player by doing damage to it. However, initial aggro from flares seems to be rather random. Dealing with the Flares Your raid simply must have a vast majority if not all of the available DPS focused on them. Each flare needs to die before the next one spawns, which will be approximately every ten seconds. It's a good idea to shoot for about 7 or 8 seconds per Flare. The Flares are the key to this fight: you must quickly kill them, or else your raid will quickly become overrun and you will wipe. An important note: right before The Curator enters his Evocate stage, he will spawn a final flare which will be alive during the Evocate. You must burn this Flare down extremely quickly so that you can do maximum damage to The Curator. This "flare" phase lasts for approximately 120 seconds (two minutes). Raid Roles during This Stage Tank Hold solid aggro on The Curator, and keep building threat. Soaker Keep steady DPS on The Curator by moving to position 1B in the diagram, try and stay number 2 on the aggro list in the event of tank death, you may be able to buy the raid enough time to knock off those last few percent and prevent a wipe, but don't over do it. You can also help DPS flares if they are not being killed fast enough by moving to position 2B in the diagram. Melee DPS Burn down the Flares quickly (Position 2A in diagram), and DPS the Curator when possible (Position 1A in the diagram). You may need to chase the Flares between positions 1A, and 2A periodically, however, do not get too close to other players if the Flare is almost dead, let the ranged DPS finish it off, as you will cause more people to be hit with the arcane area of effect damage from the flares. Instead resume DPS on The Curator.



27 Ranged DPS Burn down the flares quickly. DPS The Curator when not killing flares. Try and be efficient while dealing your damage. You don't want to be running out of mana early in this fight. Healers Keep the tank and off tank/soaker's health topped off, and help spot heal the raid. Some members will take moderate amounts of arcane damage if the flares get close to them. Note also that your melee damage dealers will typically take much more damage than ranged damage classes due to them having to be within 10 yards of the flare and can chain the arcane area of effect damage to other nearby players as they are 'chasing' the flares to help kill them. Try and be as efficient as possible with heals, as mana will run low later in the fight if you don't; at the same time, you can't afford to lose people early in this fight. Priests Do not use your Shadow Fiend, if you can help it, during the flare stage, as you will receive much more mana by using it on The Curator during an evocate stage. If you are shadow, try and keep Vampiric Embrace/Vampiric Touch up on the boss at all times. Shamans Using Mana Spring totems and Wrath of Air totems is great for mana users, and damage caster heavy groups. If your group is more melee oriented, you might choose to go with a Windfury Totem, or Grace of Air totem and perhaps a Strength of Earth totem. Save your Heroism (Alliance)/Blood Lust (Horde) for the Enrage state of the fight, or slightly before it. Warlocks If you are Demonology, keep your Felguard on The Curator for the entire fight; the positioning is noted in the diagram. Keeping your Felguard on The Curator will help keep steady DPS on him between and during Evocate stages. If not, use the imp for Blood Pact, and keep him phase shifted. You can also time a Curse of Doom to coincide with Evocates for extra damage. Hunters While hunter pets can be used, it is better not to use them for this fight as it can make the area around where The Curator is being tanked rather congested and susceptible to chaining the arcane damage around the entire melee group. However, if you decide to use a pet, keep your pet on The Curator for the entire duration of the fight to add extra DPS to the boss. The relative position for your pet is indicated on the diagram.
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The Evocate Stage After The Curator runs out of mana, he will enter an Evocate state. The Curator will not spawn Flares, nor will he do anything other than regain his mana during this time. He is also in a weakened state, taking much more damage! It is extremely important to have everyone doing any damage possible to the boss at this point. If your priests need mana it is a good idea to have them use their Shadow Fiends during this phase. If they are able to spare the mana, have your healers also do damage during this phase; the quicker you bring him down, the better. If you have a shadow priest who is mainly assisting with the flares, this stage is great to help top everyone off with mana and/or health in their group before you revert back to the Flare stage. This stage of the fight lasts approximately 20 seconds. Raid Roles during an Evocate There are no significant positioning changes, other than that everyone should move to boss DPS positions and DPS as hard as possible and for as long as possible during this phase. Tank Keep building threat, and burn a bit of rage for extra DPS if it's available and you feel comfortable doing it. Soaker You should be in position 1B doing as much DPS as possible. Melee DPS You should be in position 1A doing as much DPS as possible. Ranged DPS Focus fire on the boss! Healers DPS if you can spare the mana, if not, regenerate and top people off with health. Shamans A Windfury Totem during this stage might be a good idea if you’re in a melee heavy group. Dropping a Mana Spring totem, and/or Wrath of Air will help your casters out.



The Enrage Stage When The Curator reaches approximately 10% to 15% health he will enter an Enraged state, where the Hateful Bolts will increase in frequency as will his melee swings, so everyone needs to burn him down extremely quickly upon entering the enraged state.



29 The positioning for the Enrage phase is identical to the evocate positions. When you get this far, the end is near, and the fight should be over in a few seconds. Raid Roles During Enrage Tank Keep The Curator on you and burn rage on dealing as much damage as possible if you are confident the Soaker will not pull aggro during the last few percent of the fight. Soaker You should be in position 1B doing as much DPS as possible. Melee DPS You should be in position 1A doing as much DPS as possible. Bandage if you must, or use health potions if you are targeted with Hateful Bolt. Ranged DPS Focus fire on the boss, blow all cool downs, Bandage and or use health pots if you are hit with the Hateful Bolt. Healers Keep everyone up during this phase, and the boss will drop very quickly, this phase is very hectic as the Hateful Bolts and melee damage on the tank are coming much faster. Others in the raid at this point may receive unintended Hateful Bolts; just try and keep the tank and soaker topped off, but the main tank is more important, if The Curator gets loose even at 5%, he could easily wipe the group. Shamans Burn your Heroism (Alliance)/Blood Lust (Horde)!
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Shade of Aran Introduction The Shade of Aran is the sixth/seventh boss event in Karazhan and is one of the harder bosses of the instance. The fight requires communication, teamwork, and much fine tuning. Overview and Preparation The encounter requires much DPS as Aran's HP should always be below his mana. He is a spell caster and will very rarely ever melee, hits for very little damage when he does. He has no controllable aggro list and his attacks are completely random. He has a wide variety of spells and they do hit for a large amount of damage. It is very important to keep Aran in the middle of the room to help with Blizzard and the Arcane Explosion. While Aran rarely melees, he will occasionally do so to the closest member of the raid. If Aran is not in the middle of the room, melee should run to the middle and everybody else should make sure that they are not closer to Aran than the melee are. Group Composition As previously stated, this fight is very dependent upon DPS. It is vital to have people who can stop his spells from casting, such as rogues, mages, or even properly spec'ed hunters. While a Counterspell will not silence him, it will cause his spells from that magic school to have a cooldown, the same goes for hunters with Silencing Shot. The ability to stop his spells is crucial. Without multiple people to be able to do this the fight will be beyond hard if not impossible. Tanks are not required for this fight as his attacks are random and magical. Abilities "Arcane Missiles" Aran will periodically cast Arcane Missiles at a random target dealing around 1300-1600 damage per missile and three to four missiles per cast. Arcane Missiles can be kicked, however since he has already used his mana for the spell once it begins casting, it is suggested that if you are having trouble keeping his spells from casting you do not kick this spell and focus on kicking his Fireballs and Frostbolts since they do not use his mana until they are finished casting and his mana should be above his health at all times. "Fireball" Aran will periodically cast Fireball at a random target which will deal around 4,000 damage. It can be stopped from casting via Silencing Shot, Counterspell, Silence, Kick, Pummel, etc. "Frostbolt" Aran will periodically cast Frostbolt at a random target which will deal around 3,000 damage. It can be stopped from casting via Silencing Shot, Counterspell, Silence, Kick, Pummel, etc.
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Shade of Aran Blizzard Raid Positions "Blizzard" One of Aran's special attacks, Blizzard will be cast throughout the fight randomly starting around the room and moving in a clockwise direction. Its radius will continue to get larger as it gets closer to ending. Blizzard will hit for about 1300-1500 per tick while standing in the Blizzard. Blizzard has a slowing effect that will afflict anyone who is near the Blizzard. Remember that you will get the slowing effect by the Blizzard even if you are not actually getting hit by the Blizzard. Before Blizzard casts, a single icicle will fall down on the ground which will show where Blizzard will be cast, Blizzard will cast about three seconds after the icicle falls. It is vital to call out where the icicle landed if you see it, as if someone gets caught in Blizzard is it very hard to get out before dying due to the slowing effect. If it also important for any melee DPS on Aran to pay careful attention as many times they will be focused on killing him and then get caught in the Blizzard which could easily result in death. The best way to get out of Blizzard if you do happen to get caught in it is to run through the middle of the room as Blizzard moves around the edges of the room. Blizzard is not a channeled spell for Aran and he will be casting his Fireballs, Frostbolts, and Arcane Missiles while it is going on.



32 "Ice Chains" While Blizzard is occurring Aran will occasionally cast Ice Chains on a random player, rooting them in place. It is a magic effect and can be dispelled; and should be as it is often results in a death from the Blizzard otherwise.



Shade of Aran Arcane Explosion Raid Positions "Arcane Explosion" Arcane Explosion is another of Aran's special abilities and while it potentially the deadliest, it is easily avoided. Aran will pull all members of the raid towards him and cast a slowing effect on the entire raid shortly after. The very moment that he pulls the raid in to him, everyone must run to the walls of the room to avoid the explosion. The slowing effect is a magic effect and can be dispelled. However this is not necessary as everyone will have ample time to get to the walls if they act quickly even with the slowing effect on them. If you do not get to the walls you will be hit with the Arcane Explosion for about 10,000 damage. It is possible to avoid being hit via Ice Block, Divine Shield, and Cloak of Shadows, however since it is quite easy to get out of the Arcane Explosion's radius, it is best to save these cooldowns for other times during the fight as they can be very useful.



33 "Slow" Slow is the slowing effect that was previously mentioned in the Arcane Explosion overview. It is a magical effect and can be dispelled; however it does not need to be. Aran should cast this spell before he begins his Arcane Explosion spell. "Flame Wreath" Flame Wreath is Aran's special fire ability and is the cause of many wipes. When Aran casts this ability, about three to four people with receive a debuff called "Flame Wreath" and those people must not move under any circumstances. The people with the debuff can cast spells, however if they move in any direction or even turn in place they will activate the debuff, dealing about 4,000 damage to all nearby allies. The moment Aran begins to cast this spell it is important for all players to stop moving. It is important that all members of the raid stop moving before the spell finishes casting. After Aran finishes casting Flame Wreath he will go back to casting his normal spells even though the debuff remains on people. It is also extremely important that no one removes the debuff via Divine Shield, Cloak of Shadows, Ice Block etc. as it will remove the debuff causing the flames to activate dealing the damage to all nearby allies. "Dragon's Breath" (Sometimes called 'Conflagration') Aran will cast this spell shortly after the "Flame Wreath" debuff wares off. It should only hit one player within melee range of Aran and it is important to heal that person as, besides the immediate damage they will take, they will receive a debuff which will deal large amounts of fire damage very quickly. It can be removed via Divine Shield, Ice Block, and Cloak of Shadows. "Counterspell" Aran will continually cast an AoE Counterspell on anyone in his melee range. "Mass Polymorph" If Aran runs out of mana, he will cast Mass Polymorph on the entire raid, healing them for 325 damage per second. At this time he will conjure water, drink, and then begin to slowly kill each member of the raid one by one. He also gains the ability to cast Pyroblast. Aran's HP must stay below his mana so that he does not cast this spell as it will most likely result in a wipe. "Pyroblast" Aran gains the ability to cast this spell after he casts Mass Polymorph. It will hit for about 6,000 fire damage and is a very short cast. "Conjure Water" Aran conjures water and drinks to renew his mana after he casts Mass Polymorph on the raid.



34 "Conjure Water Elementals" At 40% HP Aran will summon four elite water elementals. They can be Banished, feared, etc. After 90 seconds, they will despawn. They will hit for about 1800-2100 damage each, casting at a fairly quick pace. They tend to all attack the same target unless someone gets aggro on them. "Enrage" If you manage to last 15 minutes without either killing Shade of Aran or him killing you (something that is unlikely to happen), then his room will explode with multiple casts of all his spells, some even coming out of the walls, which will quickly obliterate your raid. Aran's special abilities (Arcane Explosion, Flame Wreath, and Blizzard) can not be interrupted by any means.



Strategy



Shade of Aran Raid Positions



35 After the raid has been buffed and everyone is ready to pull, open the door and walk into the room. Do not go far in or you will pull Aran and anyone who is still outside of his room is liable to be locked out. Once everyone is in the room and is ready to pull, run into the room and begin to DPS. The first person that Aran gets into combat with will be the target of his first spell. If a priest is available, put a shield and Prayer of Mending on this person to negate the majority of it. Before you pull you should also work out a rotation to interrupt his spells and remember everything mentioned above about his abilities. Paladins should buff with whatever buffs will help to bring Aran down fastest and, since there is no real aggro list on Aran, Blessing of Salvation's only use in this fight would be to help keep aggro off the healers when Aran summons his water elementals. If you feel it necessary, you may cast this on your healers right before Aran reaches 40% and summons them; however it is not entirely vital since you should have a tank picking up the elementals. Paladins should use Frost or Fire resistance Aura depending on whichever you may think is best, however, it is best to use Frost Aura since Aran's Fireball only hits for about 1,000 more damage than his Frostbolt and, whereas if someone is caught in Blizzard it is possible to get out and survive, if they activate Flame Wreath it will most likely result in a wipe. Also, when Aran summons his Water Elementals the Frost Resistance Aura will be a major help. Shamans should use any Resistance Totems they feel best and anything to help whatever DPS class is in their group as, again, DPS is the key to this fight. Healers should be cautious of casting slow heals on targets who take damage from Aran as, while they may do the job, it is dangerous if Aran happens to cast two spells on the same target in a row. Continue countering his spells and using the tactics mentioned above when he casts his special abilities and get his HP to 40% at which point he will summon his water elementals. There are multiple strategies that can be used to overcome the elementals. I would suggest to have a tank stop attacking Aran and go pick up the adds (preferably a druid if there is a feral one on DPS since they will be in feral gear anyway, but a warrior works fine too). If there are any warlocks, they should Banish and fear one each. Burn all fears on these adds while the tank picks up any of them that are not being crowd controlled. All DPS besides the one tank that will be picking up the water elementals should remain on Aran and kill him quickly since the summon water elementals ability costs quite a bit of his mana, and he can not run out of mana or your raid will most likely wipe. Remember that Aran's health should always be below his mana. If his health begins to go above his mana or is even almost equal to it, you should pop any of your quick DPS potions that were mentioned earlier if they are not on a cooldown already. Once you learn how to handle the special abilities, the focus of this fight becomes delaying Polymorph as long as possible. Learning to time your Kick/Shield Bash/Earth Shock at the end of the cast rather than the beginning can add as much as a minute to the



36 time you have before Polymorph. The extra time Aran spends casting is essentially free time; all you have to do is take advantage of it. Class Tips • Healers - Watch everyone's HP during this fight and be quick to heal anyone who takes damage in case Aran happens to cast two of his spells in a row on the same target. Stay at ranged from Aran at all times to avoid his Counterspell. • Mages - Stand at range from Aran to avoid his Counterspell and be ready to Counterspell him. Continue to DPS him down. • Hunters - Stay at range from Aran and DPS him down. Be prepared to use Silencing Shot on him. • Rogues - Be ready to kick Aran and DPS him down. • Warriors - Be prepared to Pummel Aran while continuing DPS on him. • Warlocks - DPS Aran down. Be ready to Banish and fear Aran's water elementals when he reaches 40% HP.
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Terestian Illhoof Terestian Illhoof is an optional boss in Karazhan. He can be reached after the Curator and before the Shade of Aran through a secret door behind a bookshelf in the library.



Abilities Sacrifice Illhoof will periodically Sacrifice a raid member, binding him in the green circle on the floor. The player gets encased by targetable, killable Demonic Chains with roughly 12k HP that deal up to 2k shadow damage to him per second and at the same time heal Illhoof. Destroying these chains always has the highest priority. The main tank will never be Sacrificed. Mark of Flames A debuff that increases fire damage taken by up to 500 and cannot be removed. It will be cast on a random raid member and is only of significance if it lands on the "tanking" warlock as he will be the only one taking fire damage (see below). Should this happen, then the healers need to pay extra attention to this warlock's health. Demonic Portals A few seconds after he is engaged, Illhoof will create 2 demonic portals, one on each side of the room, and begin to summon imps at a rapid pace. The imps have around 5k HP and a firebolt attack that deals moderate fire damage and can quickly overwhelm the party if not taken care of. Kil'rek Illhoof starts the fight with his imp minion Kil'rek at his side. Kil'rek has around 60k HP and a weak melee attack. When he is killed, Illhoof gains a debuff for approximately 30 seconds that increases his damage taken by 25%. After the debuff wears off, Kil'rek will respawn. Enrage If not killed after 10 minutes, Illhoof will Enrage and start rapid shooting shadow bolts that deal very heavy damage and will quickly wipe the raid.



Preparation Raid Composition • 2 tanks The offtank can be a feral druid or DPS warrior. • 3-4 healers, at least 1 of which should be a paladin. • 4-5 DPS, including at least 1 warlock; affliction spec helps, but is not required. 1 rogue for Wounding Poison, or alternatively a Mortal Strike warrior.



38 Gear Requirements Nothing special to note here. The tanking warlock needs a moderately large health pool (around 10-11k HP buffed). Additionally, some fire resistance gear can be of help to him. Around 100 fire resistance unbuffed can cut the damage received from the imps in half. Buffs and Consumables • Greater/Major Fire Protection Potions for the tanking warlock. • Prayer of Shadow Protection should be buffed on the entire raid. • Dampen Magic on the warlock will considerably lower the damage he takes from the imps' firebolts. Group Composition Group 1 • Paladin with concentration aura • Tanking warlock • Second paladin with fire resistance aura or a shaman with FR totem (if available). This is not required, but it helps. • Restoration druid (if available) • Main tank (and off-tank if still space) Group 2 • Remaining DPS, healers and possibly the off-tank



Strategy Positioning



Terestian Illhoof Raid Positions



39 The MT will tank Illhoof approximately where he stands before the fight starts, between the two imp-spawning portals, and close to the sacrificial circle so melee DPS can switch quickly between Illhoof and the Demonic Chains. The OT will tank Kil'rek close to Illhoof, as well as build sufficient threat on Illhoof to be second on his aggro list. A druid works perfectly for this, as he can swipe both of them to build threat, while at the same time doing decent DPS. Ranged DPS and healers, as well as the warlock, will position themselves close to the circle so that any spawning imps will not move across the room if aggroed. When Kil'rek is killed and respawns, the designated tank will have to pick him up again and drag him to his tanking position, else he will run loose and aggro the raid. The Pull Once all preparations are made, the tanks run in and establish aggro while the raid positions themselves correctly. The MT will aggro Illhoof and keep him in his tanking spot. The OT will aggro Kil'rek and position him right next to Illhoof; once he has built some threat on him, he will switch to Illhoof and ensure that he is second highest on his threat list. Misdirection can be used on the MT to help him build threat so that DPS on Illhoof can start immediately. Both Illhoof and Kil'rek are susceptible to Taunt. The Fight After a few seconds imps begin to spawn from the two portals on either side and the raid needs to be in position by this time. As soon as the imps appear, the tanking warlock starts chain casting Seed of Corruption on Illhoof. Due to the constant DPS on Illhoof, Seed of Corruption will go off instantly, aggroing all imps in its range ensuring that nobody apart from the tanking warlock will be hit by their firebolts. The tanking warlock will do little else in the fight apart from casting Seed of Corruption on Illhoof over and over again and needs Concentration Aura and Power Word: Shield throughout the fight to minimize spell pushback; fire protection potions also help against the interrupts. Lifetap and Dark Pact help maintain mana over the course of the battle. Having the Suppression warlock talent minimizes the chance for resists on Seed of Corruption. Should the number of imps become overwhelming, a mage can help with Arcane Explosion to kill the imps that likely have little HP left. While the warlock tanks the imps, the rest of the DPS focuses on Illhoof. As soon as a raid member is being Sacrificed, all DPS (apart from the warlock) must switch targets to the Demonic Chains and destroy them as quickly as possible. This simple macro can help with targeting, allowing rapid DPS on the Chains when they spawn: /tar Demonic Chains



40 Letting a raid member die to the Sacrifice will likely spell a wipe. The chains deal shadow damage and can be mitigated with potions, resistance buffs etc. Healing of the Sacrificed player is possible and required. A paladin's Divine Shield as well as a mage's Ice Block breaks the Sacrifice instantly. After the Demonic Chains have been destroyed, DPS can resume on Illhoof. Throughout the fight, Kil'rek will die through the constant Area of Effect damage on the imps. To ensure most benefit from this debuff, however, Kil'rek should be killed right after the Demonic Chains have been destroyed. The off tank must be ready to pick up Kil'rek again once he respawns. The fight can take quite long depending on our DPS/how fast you are with freeing people from the Chains. He should die under 10 minutes, however, or his Enrage will wipe the raid for sure.



Class Roles Summary Warriors Tank the designated targets as outlined above. If Mortal Strike specced, make sure Mortal Strike is on Illhoof during a Sacrifice. Warlocks Tank imps as outlined above. Imp + Dark Pact is a great mana source here. If secondary warlock, see mage class role. Druids Heal the tanks. Slow heals will likely come too late for the Sacrificed player. Nature's Swiftness + Healing Touch, however, can be a life saver here. Non healing spec’ed druids, see the appropriate class role. Priests Healing the tanks, ensuring the tanking warlock has Power Word: Shield whenever possible. Healing the Sacrificed player has highest priority: fast heals are in order here. If shadow spec’ed, see DPS class roles. Mages DPS Illhoof. DPS Demonic Chains as soon as they appear. Kill Kil'rek after a Sacrifice. Make sure the tanking warlock has Dampen Magic. Help AoE the imps when they grow in number (8-10), then resume normal DPS. Keep in mind that Iceblock will free you from the Demonic Chains instantly. Rogues DPS Illhoof. DPS Demonic Chains as soon as they appear. Make sure wounding poison is applied to Illhoof. DPS Kil'rek after a Sacrificed player has been freed.



41 Hunters DPS Illhoof. DPS Demonic Chains as soon as they appear. Kill Kil'rek after a Sacrifice. Pet can be used freely to help DPS. Misdirection on the MT to help build threat. Paladins Make sure the tanking warlock has Concentration Aura. Fast heals on the Sacrificed players. Remember that Divine Shield will break Sacrifice immediately. Shamans Help healing or DPS based on spec/need. Make sure the tanking warlock has Fire Resistance Totem.
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Netherspite Strategy Guide Introduction Netherspite is one of the medium difficulty encounters in Karazhan. Technically accessible after killing The Curator, it is recommended that raids kill the Shade of Aran before attempting Netherspite or face the prospect of re-clearing the trash packs leading to Aran in case of repeated wipes on Netherspite.



Overview & Preparation Netherspite is a 2 stage encounter, where stages 1 and 2 alternate based on a timer. The 2 phases alternate until Netherspite dies, or reaches his "Enrage" timer and wipes the raid. Stage 1 (also called the "Portal" stage) lasts between 60 and 70 seconds, stage 2 (or "Breath" stage) can last anything from 30 to 40 seconds. Netherspite Enrages close to 9 minutes after he is engaged. Planning and execution are paramount, while the use of consumables is not necessary and only brings slight benefits to the raid. Group Composition Most "standard" group compositions can easily succeed at this encounter, however, the group make-up; especially the number of healers can influence the strategy, as will be explained below. 2 tanks are recommended, as are 3 or 4 healers, with the rest of the raid on DPS duties. All DPS classes can perform well on this encounter; however, shadow priests are particularly desirable, due not only to their DPS but also due to the extra healing and mana they provide for their group.



Netherspite's portals initial spawn positions, marked on the mini map. The 3 Portals In stage 1, three portals open in a triangular pattern, in the S, E, and NW corners of the room. The portals have distinct colors: red, green and blue. Beams come out of the portals and towards Netherspite. If the beams hit Netherspite, he receives stacking buffs for each second he is hit by the beam. Players can intercept the beams by positioning



43 themselves between the portals and Netherspite. Players hit by the beams receive a set of 3 stacking buffs or debuffs, all depending on the color of the beam they are intercepting. "Nether Beam - Perseverance" (RED) While standing in the red beam, every tick will reduce damage taken by 1%, the defense rating is increased by 5, and the player's health is also modified. The first tick will add 31,000 HP to a player's maximum health, while subsequent ticks will reduce it by 1000. Additionally, the player standing in the red beam has permanent aggro. No amount of healing or damage done by other players can divert Netherspite's attention from attacking the target standing in the red beam. When the red beam hits Netherspite, it reduces his damage taken by 1% per stack. "Nether Beam - Serenity" (GREEN) While standing in the green beam, every second spent under its effect increases healing done by 5%, the cost of healing spells is reduced by 1%, and maximum mana is reduced by 200. On hitting Netherspite, the green beam heals him for increasing amounts every second. "Nether Beam - Dominance" (BLUE) While standing in the blue beam, every stack of the spell increases damage dealt by 5%. However, damage taken from spells is also increased, by 8% per stack, while healing received is reduced by 1% per stack. The blue beam hitting Netherspite causes him to inflict 1% more damage per application. The stacking buffs and debuffs on players can persist up to another 20 seconds on a player moving out of the beam. Other Abilities "Nether Exhaustion" Once a player has left a beam, he will be afflicted by Nether Exhaustion, making him unable to absorb the effects of that particular beam for the next 90 seconds. "Nether Burn" Inflicts 1200 shadow damage to players every 5 seconds. This affects every player in his room, is active in both phases, and can be partially resisted. "Void Zone" During the encounter, Netherspite will target players and open Void Zones at their feet, inflicting around 2000 shadow damage to the players standing in them. "Netherbreath" Netherbreath is only performed during stage 2. It inflicts 3700 to 4300 arcane damage to enemies in a cone in front of Netherspite, and knocks them back.
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Strategy Buffs Apart from the obvious Fortitude/Mark of the Wild/Arcane Intellect, a raid is usually forced to make some choices when it comes to paladin buffs. With 2 Paladins, Kings/Might the tanks and melee DPS, and use Kings/Wisdom for the casters. Due to the unique mechanics of this encounter (Netherspite always hitting the player in the red beam), threat, and therefore Salvation, is irrelevant. Casting Shadow Protection helps mitigate the "Nether Burn" aura, as does a mage's "Dampen Magic" ability. Apply it to everyone in the raid, since every player will take frequent magic based damage, the reduction of which will offset the reduction in healing effects. Shamans should be placed together with the tanks and melee DPS to increase the group damage via Windfury Totem. Mana regeneration is of secondary importance since the encounter allows for a lot of downtime during which the casters can regenerate. The Pull The MT can run in and proximity aggro Netherspite, while the rest of the raid runs in behind. As with most encounters in the game, a hunter using Misdirection is recommended and will save the raid from rare wipes caused by the MT missing his first attacks, or very early healer or DPS aggro. Players must position themselves between the portals and Netherspite to intercept the beams, as will be described below. The beams trigger about 10 seconds after the encounter is engaged. Once the red beam has hit the MT, DPS can start doing the most possible damage, since they cannot pull aggro off him. Positioning



Netherspite Raid Positions



45 Positioning and planning are the key to this encounter, since players must intercept the portal beams before they hit Netherspite, while taking into account the effects of Nether Exhaustion. After the pull, the position of the 3 portals will always be the same. The red portal will be in the East corner of the room, to the right of the entrance; the green portal will always be in the South corner of the room, to the left of the entrance, while the Blue portal will spawn in the NW corner of the room, directly opposite the entrance. Fight Progression Due to the combinations of buffs and debuffs caused by the beams, different classes are recommended to intercept the different beams. Since Netherspite will always hit the target in the red beam, tanks and off-tanks are the obvious choice. Since the green beam increases healing done while decreasing the cost of healing spells, it is a natural choice for healers, while the increased damage caused by standing in the blue beam, and make it a favorite for the DPS classes. However, due to the negative effects of standing in the beams, players are unable to absorb its effect for the full 1 minute duration. Standing in the red beam for more than 31 seconds will start reducing a player's maximum health from its initial value, by 1000 every second. Standing in the blue beam for 30 seconds causes players to take 240% extra damage, which means the Nether Burn aura will start hitting for around 3000 damage per tick. At the same time, healing effects on the same player will be reduced by 30%, making it hard to keep them up for much longer. With a player's maximum mana being reduced by 200 per tick while standing in the green beam, the moment the maximum mana reaches 0, the green beam will ignore the player and hit Netherspite, healing him. The solution to these issues is to leave the beams before the negative effects become too dangerous, (this will afflict players with Nether Exhaustion for 90 seconds) and have other players step into the beam. Once Nether Exhaustion has expired, the initial players can take the beams again, therefore creating a rotation that can be repeated until the end of the encounter. Many strategies are possible; however, a very simple and safe rotation is given as an example here: Assuming a standard raid composition with 2 tanks, 4 healers and 4 DPS, the rotation can look like the one illustrated in this table.



Portal Stage A Breath Stage Portal Stage B Breath Stage



Red Player 1 Player 2



Green Tank 1 Healer 3



Blue Healer 1 Healer 2



Player 3 Player 4



Tank 2 Healer 2



Healer 3 Healer 4



Approximate Time DPS 1 0:00 - 0:35 DPS 2 0:36 - 1:00 1:01 - 1:30 DPS 3 1:31 - 2:06 DPS 4 2:07 - 2:32 2:33 - 3:03



At the beginning of the first portal stage, the MT takes the first red beam, and holds it for about 35 seconds. A healer can step in for him, and absorb the beam for the rest of the stage (about 25 seconds). Obviously, a paladin or druid is recommended for this, over a



46 priest, due to higher base HP. If one is not available, a DPS class, such as a hunter can also be used. A breath stage will follow, but by the beginning of the next portal stage, both players that have absorbed the red beam will still be affected by Nether Exhaustion, and therefore unable to take over it. Therefore, the group's second tank will step in first, hold it for around 35 seconds, until he is replaced by another available healer. After the next breath stage, Nether Exhaustion on the MT and first healer that took the red beam will have expired, so the rotation can be repeated from the beginning. The situation is identical for the other beams. Two people must absorb a beam for every portal stage, and after two portal stages the rotation can be repeated from the beginning. In terms of positioning, it is ideal that the second person assigned to each beam positions themselves in front of the person absorbing that beam first (between the first person and Netherspite) With this positioning, when the first person has to move out of the beam, it will immediately hit the second person, thereby never hitting Netherspite. Breath Stage During the breath stage, the portals close, and the beams disappear. He continues to use his Nether Burn ability, but also starts using Netherbreath. Netherbreath is a very powerful attack, often inflicting over 4000 damage to multiple players while also knocking them back, sometimes outside of the range of their healers. Netherbreath damage can be minimized if players stand close to Netherspite's model and then rotate away from the direction the dragon is pointing in when he starts casting Netherbreath. The casting time is about 2.5 seconds, which allows most players to move out from the cone area affected by the breath. At the end of a breath stage, all aggro is reset, so DPS classes must wait for the tank to gain aggro and then position himself to absorb the red beam. Further Portal Stages After every breath stage, a new portal stage begins. While the mechanics and duration are the same, the portals can switch places between them. For example, while the 3 positions remain the same, the red portal can spawn where the green portal was during the first portal stage, etc. The players have about 10 seconds to adjust, as the portals open immediately at the beginning of a portal stage, but the beams are only launched about 10 seconds later, giving players some time to position themselves.



Class Comments Tanks Don’t worry about building threat while you are standing in the red beam. Netherspite is guaranteed to only hit you. Use your rage on Shield Block to diminish damage, and use Sunder Armor for the benefit of the physical DPS classes in the raid. As you build stacks of the red beam buff, you will dodge, parry and block increasingly often, and be hit for less and less damage. However, after 30 seconds your maximum HP will also start



47 decreasing below your normal level. Move out when you feel the next attack can kill you in 1 hit; this is usually after 35 stacks. Also pay attention to Void Zone spawns and move out of them as soon as possible. If you are absorbing a beam, do not move sideways, as that will cause the beam to hit Netherspite. Instead, when a Void Zone spawns on top of you, move either backwards or forwards. Remember that the first red portal is always to the right of the entrance, in the East corner of the room. Always try to position Netherspite close to the entrance, if your raid decides to use the strategy where they run away during stage 2. Healer Comments Take turns absorbing the green beam, switching between 25-30 stacks. You must heal through the continuous damage caused by Nether Burn, but you must pay particular attention to the 2 people who will always be taking more damage than the rest. These are the player standing in the red beam and thus tanking Netherspite, and the person standing in the Blue beam and taking increased damage from Nether Burn. Also pay attention to Void Zone spawns and move out of them as soon as possible. If you are absorbing a beam, do not move sideways, as that will cause the beam to hit Netherspite. Instead, when a Void Zone spawns on top of you, move either backwards or forwards. DPS Comments At the beginning of each "Portal" Stage, position yourself in a spot that will allow you to do damage, be in range of your healers and close to the beam you are assigned to take. Once the tank has been hit by the red beam, you can go "all out" on damage, using every cooldown available to you. It is impossible to pull aggro while someone is being hit by the red beam. Pay attention to Void Zone spawns and move out of them as soon as possible, especially if you are also affected by the blue beam and taking increased damage. If you are absorbing a beam, do not move sideways, as that will cause the beam to hit Netherspite. Instead, when a Void Zone spawns on top of you, move either backwards or forwards. Warlocks are particularly well equipped to absorb the blue beam, since they can drain life to replenish the health lost to Nether Burn. They also have a higher HP pool to begin with. It is not unusual for a warlock to be able to absorb 50 or even 60 stacks of a blue beam, effectively causing triple damage with all their abilities towards the end of a portal stage. Remember to stop DPS as the breath stage is about to end. Aggro will reset at the start of a new portal stage, and it will take 10 seconds for the red beam to spawn, which gives your tank permanent aggro.
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Prince Malchezaar Introduction Prince Malchezaar can be found on the terrace on top of the Broken Tower in Karazhan, beyond the "Chess Event" room. In terms of difficulty he is comparable to the Shade of Aran or Netherspite; however he is easier than Nightbane.



Overview & Preparation Prince Malchezaar is a 3-stage encounter, with the different stages triggered by his HP. Stage 1 is between 100% and 60%, stage 2 between 60% and 30%, with the final stage between 30% and 0%. Due to his high HP (around 1.15 million), this encounter will test your raid's endurance, particularly the mana pools of your healers and ranged DPS classes. Depending on raid composition you are looking at an encounter lasting between 6 and 10 minutes. The infernal adds that he summons add a random factor to the encounter, depending on their positioning the encounter can be trivial or challenging, but high raid DPS reduces the impact of unlucky infernal spawns. Balance your consumable use around your raid composition. A healing-heavy raid can benefit more from DPS consumables such as sharpening stones, Wizard Oil and elixirs, while a raid with fewer healers will probably need mana regeneration foods and consumables such as Mageblood Elixirs, as well as Stoneshield Potions for the MT. Group Composition Malchezaar is a 1-tank encounter; therefore any warriors other than the MT should be in DPS gear, with druids in either damage or healing gear, depending on your group makeup. If your MT was lucky enough to obtain several tanking pieces from the rest of the instance, 3 healers are enough for this encounter, leaving room for 6 DPS, which makes the encounter quicker and easier. If your main tank is still geared in pre-TBC gear, you may need a 4th healer to keep him up. Hybrid classes could also DPS for the first stage, and then heal for stages 2 and 3. As far as DPS classes are concerned, Shadow Priests are highly desirable, due not only to their DPS but also the extra mana they provide for other casters. Ranged DPS usually outperforms melee DPS on this encounter, due to abilities that will be detailed below, so especially for inexperienced groups, more than 2 melee DPS are not recommended. Abilities "Summon Infernal" / "Hellfire" Periodically, Prince Malchezaar will summon an infernal to the terrace. These fall from the sky to a random location on the terrace. This could be on top of your MT, or 60 yards away from the raid. This adds a considerable random element to the encounter. They cannot move, cannot be affected by players in any way, and do not have an aggro table, but will cast Hellfire, an area of effect fire damage spell, in a 15 yard radius around them. Hellfire "ticks" for 1.1-1.5k damage. Infernals are summoned every 50-60 seconds during stages 1 and 2, and every 20-25 seconds during stage 3. Infernals despawn about 3 minutes after they are summoned.



49 "Enfeeble" Enfeeble targets 5 random players in the raid, and sets their HP to 1. For the next 8 seconds the healing on these targets is reduced by 100% and their health regeneration is also reduced by 100%. The person with the most "threat" on the boss (usually the MT) cannot be targeted by Enfeeble. 8 seconds later, the HP of the targets is restored. Enfeeble is only cast in stages 1 and 2. "Shadow Nova" Shadow Nova is an AoE shadow damage attack that does around 3000 points of damage and knocks back targets closer than 30 yards. It originates from the Prince, and therefore only affects the MT and melee DPS if the healers and ranged DPS stand at maximum range. Rogues can use Cloak of Shadows to eliminate the effects of Shadow Nova, which is particularly useful when Enfeebled. "Shadow Word: Pain" During phase 3, Prince Malchezaar will periodically cast Shadow Word: Pain on a random target. This does 1500 shadow damage every 3 seconds and can be dispelled. "Amplify Damage" Amplify damage increases all damage taken by 100%. The debuff lasts 10 seconds, cannot be removed, and is only cast in stage 3.



Strategy Buffs A raid is usually forced to make some choices when it comes to paladin buffs. With 2 Paladins, Kings/Light the MT and melee DPS, but use Salvation/Wisdom for the ranged DPS. Wisdom is essential due to the long duration of the encounter, while Salvation will help keep the threat generated by the ranged DPS below that of the MT. Note on threat: In most encounters, even if the ranged DPS generates more threat than the MT, if they do not exceed it by more than 30%, the mob will still maintain aggro on the MT. However, in this particular encounter, exceeding the MT's threat by even 1%, while not causing a loss of aggro, will make the tank a potential target for "Enfeeble" which will wipe the raid. Other buffs that can be used are a mage's "Amplify Magic" on the main tank, since the damage he takes is mostly melee, especially if "Shadow Word: Pain" is removed quickly. Shadow Protection on the entire raid will occasionally help resist the Prince's Shadow Nova, as well as the Amplify Damage effect in stage 3. As far as shamans are concerned, considering that ranged DPS is preferred, and the encounter is very long, these should be placed in ranged caster groups. Mana Spring and Mana Tide should be used to regenerate the party's mana, together with Wrath of Air to increase the damage done by Mages, Warlocks and Shadow Priests.
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The Pull The MT can run in and proximity aggro the boss, while the rest of the raid runs in behind. As with most encounters in the game, a hunter using Misdirection is recommended and will save the raid from rare wipes caused by the MT missing his first attacks, or very early healer or DPS aggro. The MT must then position himself with his back towards a wall. Positioning



Raid Positioning for Prince Malchezaar With the MT having his back against the wall, the melee DPS can position itself behind Malchezaar, with the healing and DPS at maximum range. These general positioning rules should be followed for the full duration of the encounter, even if the whole raid is forced to reposition due to infernal spawns. Fight Progression The first stage is fairly uneventful, with Malchezaar doing only moderate damage to the MT. In a healer-heavy raid, hybrid classes can DPS, and a paladin can stay in melee range to use Judgment of Wisdom, in order to provide extra mana regeneration for the ranged DPS classes. Infernals will spawn every 50 sec to 1 minute, which may cause the raid to shift. Targets will be periodically Enfeebled. This needs to be dealt with differently depending on class, as explained below. As stage 2 begins, Malchezaar will summon his ethereal void axes which will cause increased damage to the main tank. This is a good time to use a Stoneshield Potion to mitigate some of the extra damage. Also, this stage is significantly more healing intensive, so hybrid classes are usually forced to contribute to healing.



51 At the beginning of stage 3, Malchezaar will drop his void axes which will float through the raid, attacking random players. They cannot be taunted, killed or even attacked; the only option is to heal the person they are attacking. Axes will change target approximately every 10-15 seconds. In stage 3 Prince Malchezaar no longer Enfeebles anyone in the raid, which should allow the melee DPS to generate additional damage. However, "Enfeeble" is replaced by "Amplify Damage". Healers must be particularly careful and heal the target affected by Amplify Damage that is attacked by the void axes, as they can die very quickly. With the accelerated infernal spawn, stage 3 is a DPS race to kill Malchezaar before the raid is cornered and overwhelmed by infernals. Use all cooldowns to kill him as fast as possible, particularly party-wide abilities such as a shaman's "Heroism". Tank Comments Build good threat, since having ranged DPS overtake you will result in a wipe. Do not waste consumables on stage 1, but, depending on your gear, a Stoneshield Potion and/or an Elixir of Greater Defense at the beginning of stage 2 can make a big difference in damage taken. Always be aware of infernal spawns and do not forget that you are in control of everyone's positioning, since you can reposition the boss if you and the melee DPS are in danger of being affected by the hellfire from a nearby infernal spawn. When "boxed in" by infernals, do not be afraid to reposition, at all costs, even if this means running through Hellfire (use Shield Wall), or even repositioning Malchezaar by running with him through the rest of the raid. If you reposition him quickly enough next to another wall you can put your back to, the raid will be safe. Always communicate what you are doing to the rest of the raid. Try to plan ahead for infernal spawns (have at least one open safe spot to run to) and keep your options open (i.e., if an infernal spawns to your right, move further to your left, to always keep an option open should an infernal spawn on the opposite side too. When that is not an option, be prepared to Shield Wall and run through Hellfire, or to reposition Malchezaar by running through the raid). Also bear in mind the order in which infernals spawn, since this will also determine the order in which they despawn 3 minutes later. Make a mental note of the areas that will be cleared up next. Healer Comments Staying at maximum range will avoid Shadow Nova. Do not attempt to heal people affected by Enfeeble, it is impossible, and their health will regenerate to full once the effect expires anyway. While Power Word: Shield can be cast on Enfeebled targets, it is wasteful, since a target affected by Enfeeble will die if in range of a Shadow Nova, whether shielded or not. If affected by Enfeeble, as long as you are standing at maximum heal range, you can ignore it and wait for your hit points to be restored. You should however pay attention to



52 possible infernal spawns, and move at least 15 yards away, especially while Enfeebled, before the infernals start channeling their Hellfire spell. Conserve mana for stages 2 and 3 which are more healing intensive. In stage 3 pay attention to who is affected by the Amplify Damage debuff, and be prepared to heal them quickly if attacked by the axes. Dispel Shadow Word: Pain as soon as possible. Communicate with the MT and be aware of his movements, do not be left out of range of healing him when he repositions Malchezaar. If infernals spawn behind or next to the healers, the healers can re-adjust by moving outside the 15 yard Hellfire range, without requiring the MT to move. DPS Comments Watch your aggro carefully, and if needed install KLH Threatmeter. Do not go above your MT in threat, or you will wipe the raid. Melee DPS affected by Enfeeble must run out and towards the healers and ranged DPS immediately, since a Shadow Nova will kill them while Enfeebled. While these abilities are never used in quick succession, thus allowing the melee DPS to run out of range after an Enfeeble, a Shadow Nova is possible within the 8 second "Enfeeble" window. Therefore, always run out towards the healers and ranged DPS and do not take chances on the next Shadow Nova. After the Enfeeble effect expires 8 seconds later, melee DPS can run back in and continue to do damage. Be aware of infernal spawns and be prepared to reposition if the tank needs to move Malchezaar to a new location. While infernal spawns in the melee DPS area will always result in Malchezaar being repositioned (since the MT is also affected in that area), spawns behind, or close to the ranged DPS can be avoided just by moving left or right, while maintaining maximum range to the Prince, without requiring the MT to re-adjust its position. Ranged DPS at maximum range can be affected by Enfeeble, but they can ignore it most of the time, as they will not take damage from Shadow Nova. You should, however, pay attention to possible infernal spawns, and move at least 15 yards away, especially while Enfeebled, before the infernals start channeling their Hellfire spell. Understand that this is a long encounter, and therefore you must use more mana efficient abilities, or compensate with consumables. Mana is particularly important for the last stage, where Malchezaar needs to be brought from 20% to 0% as fast as possible. Both ranged and melee DPS should manage cooldowns in such a way that they are available during stage 3, so that the Prince can be brought down quickly.
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Nightbane Strategy Guide Nightbane is a 10 Man raid encounter in Karazhan.



Overview Required Preparations For the tank, a Flask of the Titans or greater is required, along with Stoneshield Potions. Bring any pots to increase DPS and mana pots for your healers. They WILL need it. Raid Composition • Ideally, you'll want one tank with exceptional defense and hitpoints. Nightbane will focus on this tank while on the ground. A secondary warrior with Improved Thunderclap and Improved Demoralizing Shout is also handy for providing DPS, but not required, especially if your tank owns a Thunderfury. A hunter is also required for correctly aggroing Nightbane when he lands. •



At least 5 healers. Constant small healing is ideal, which does provide an edge in taking priests and paladins over druids, as those classes both posses Flash Heal type spells. If you are alliance, a dwarf or draenei priest will also make this fight considerably easier through use of Fear Ward.



•



Paladins are best off using Fire Resistance Aura on healers or DPS, while the paladin in the tanking group should use Devotion Aura for the added armor.



•



Shamans are best off dropping totems to aid DPS or Mana Spring totems, depending on who they are grouped with.



Abilities Phase 1 • AoE Fear - The ground will shake shortly before the fear. Easily avoidable on the tank using Fear Ward (for Alliance). If neither of these two options are available, the tank will need to stance dance once the ground shaking animation begins. •



Cleave - Does around 7k melee damage on a well geared tank.



•



Smoldering Breath - Inflicts 3700 to 4300 fire damage to enemies in a cone in front of the caster. While this flame cone should only hit the tank, it will also ignite a random area of earth around Nightbane, which deals 2188 to 2812 fire damage every 3 seconds to those standing on it. If you see the ground change, simply move off it. This Charred Earth will not appear under the tank, so there is no need to move Nightbane.



•



Distracting Ash - Nightbane randomly casts a debuff on a single person, lowering the range of their spells and abilities by 50%. Not a potential threat until phase 2.



54 Phase 2 • Searing Cinders - 465 every 3 seconds for 18 seconds, stacks up to 4 times. Nightbane will put this on many people. It can be removed with Dispel Magic, but that is not advisable, as he just uses it too often. •



Smoking Blast - Nightbane's most powerful ability. Deals 4255 to 4945 physical damage to the target and additional fire damage over time. Once Nightbane targets you with this attack, he will cast it on your repeatedly until you are dead. He can target multiple people with it.



•



Bone Rain - Nightbane will only use this ability during the beginning of phase 2. Targets a random member of the raid, and spawns up to 6 skeletons adds. These skeletons melee attack for about 600 - 700 on plate.



•



Fireball Barrage - Throws fireballs at any enemies farther than 40 yards away. 2550-3450 fire damage, rapid chain cast fireballs. Seems to be more an exploit blocker than an active ability. Basically, don't get too far away from Nightbane.



Strategy Before starting, locate the small lone skull on the ground, this is where Nightbane will always land. Your tank should face the skull, with their back against the edge of the balcony. Healers and DPS should split up equally to either side of the tank, though some distance away.



Raid Positioning for Nightbane



55 Phase 1 Once Nightbane is summoned, he will touch down in front of the tank. Allow the tank a few Sunders to build hate, then begin DPS-ing Nightbane down. Healers need to chain heal the tank, as he will be taking a considerably large amount of damage. Use of Stoneshield Potions by the tank is extremely advisable. Melee DPS should position themselves near Nightbane's back legs to avoid cleaves. Going further back will put them in danger of being hit by Nightbane's tail. Avoid the Smoldering Earth when it appears. As a healer or ranged DPS, you can easily avoid fears by moving out of healing range of the tank, then quickly back in to continue healing. Once Nightbane has lost 25% of his life, he will fly into the air, and phase 2 will begin. Phase 2 Phase 2 occurs at 25%, 50%, and 75% health. While Nightbane remains attackable during this phase, it is not suggested. Survival is the main priority. Position isn't as important as it was in phase 1; mainly try to keep within range of your healers. Phase 2 lasts 45 to 60 seconds. Early in this phase, Nightbane will use Bone Rain to spawn 6 skeleton adds near a player. Crowd control these adds using Frost Nova and Shackle, and kill them off quickly. Don't allow DPS classes to do anything but kill skeletons during Phase 2, as attacking Nightbane may draw aggro when he lands (see below). Receiving Blessing of Protection after a Smoking Blast (or even before if you're lucky enough) will prevent Nightbane from using additional Smoking Blasts on that target, thereby keeping them alive. The dot attached to Smoking Blast should be removed with Dispel Magic. One of the biggest challenges of the Nightbane encounter is getting Nightbane to aggro onto your main tank after phase 2. Nightbane wipes aggro in the air, and can land and immediately aggro on to a healer from healing aggro. To combat this, get a hunter to use Misdirection on your main tank and generate as much aggro as possible just before Nightbane lands. Also make sure you have all healers buffed with Blessing of Salvation, and if possible stop healing before the phase transition. It also can help to have your highest aggro healer move near to the main tank. After roughly a minute, Nightbane will return to the ground, and phase 1 will begin again and the entire process will repeat. During each phase 1, if your DPS is high enough and healers are able to keep the tank healed while not expending all their mana, you will win.
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